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About me • Senior PPC Account Manager

• I’ve worked at Anicca Digital for around 

4 years

• I have been working in Digital 
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companies of all sizes

• I have dabbled in the other arts; SEO, 

Email, Affiliate, Social, Offline
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Microsoft Ads Introduction

► Microsoft Ads, formerly known as Bing Ads was rebranded in 2019

► Boasts 20.5% of desktop search market for the UK with 478 million monthly desktop 

searches (16.1% for France, 24% in Germany).

► As of June 2021, has 8.39% of total search market share in the UK (not many people use 

Bing on mobile)

► Microsoft Ads offer a similar pay-per-click service to Google Ads

► Search ad campaigns

► Dynamic search ad campaigns

► Audience campaigns

► Microsoft Shopping Campaigns

► Access to searchers on Microsoft Bing, MSN, Yahoo, AOL and more sites powered by 

Bing



Microsoft Ads Introduction

► Microsoft ads advertise that their customers have lower CPCs and great ROI

► They also say they have a Higher-value audience not found on Google

► In 2016 Microsoft bought LinkedIn for $26.2 billion which gives you access to the same 

types of audiences

► Job function

► Company

► Industry

► You can now import ads from Facebook too



Microsoft Ads Services

► Search ad campaigns: Search ads appear on search results pages when potential 
customers search for your keywords.

► Dynamic search ad campaigns: Dynamic search ads are search ads that Microsoft 
create for you automatically. 

► Audience campaigns: A native advertising solution, Microsoft Audience Ads appear on 
Microsoft properties and other premium platforms to people based on Microsoft’s 

proprietary AI and our understanding of customers.

► Microsoft Shopping Campaigns: Product ads use the imagery and data in your 
Microsoft Merchant Center Store's product feed and appear on search results pages.



Who Uses Microsoft Advertising?

► Microsoft statistics show that users are

► Highly educated

► A large proportion have high income

► 65% of users are doing product research

► 45% use the search engine for brand discovery

► Often said about Bing users

► Less tech savvy

► Older (38 Avg. in the UK, Avg. 45 in the US)



Interfaces

► As you can see, the interfaces 

are very similar

► Most of the features are 

universal and in the same 

menu structure



Starting from 

Scratch



Creating A Campaign

► If you are creating campaigns just for Bing and 

have experience with Google Ads, you’re 

already a pro

► You’ll need to navigate the menus to 

‘Campaigns’

► Create a new campaign using the ‘+ Create 

campaign’ button

► You will also see the options to import from 

Google and Facebook here too ig you click 

the down arrow 



Creating A Search Campaign

► Your goals will be specific to you and selecting the right goals eases your decision-

making when you create a campaign by guiding you to the specific features designed 

to help your campaign succeed

► For this example, I’ve selected ‘Conversions in my website’ and ‘Search Ads’



Campaign Settings

► Add our campaign name

► If this is your first campaign you 

won’t be able to ‘Use settings 

from another campaign’

► Give your campaign a budget. 

The budget is just for this 

campaign, not your total 

budget

► Select the ‘Let me choose 

specific locations’ radial and 

choose the location you want to 

target



Campaign Settings

► For ‘Who?’ I often untick ‘People searching for 

or viewing pages about your target locations’ if 

you only delivery to mainland UK

► The ‘Language’ is determined by what 

language your browser is set to. I often set this to 

‘All languages’ as I have friends that have their

browsers set to their native language but 

sometimes search in English

► Dynamic search ads (DSAs) is something to investigate 
later or to create if you have limited time to manage 
keywords. Please note, DSAs require a lot of negative 
keywords to start with



Ad Groups

► Adding a website enables Bing to 

give you suggested keywords

► Give your ad group a name. I 

would suggest only grouping 5 to 10 

similar keywords together
► So based on Bings suggested

keywords I’d have ad groups for
• SEO Agency
• Social Media
• PPC Management
• Digital Marketing

► Bing uses the same keyword match types
as Google, so you can use

► [keyword] for exact
► “keyword” for phrase
► Keyword for broad



Ads & ad extensions

► It’s still good practice to have 3 ads per ad group, however, now it is recommended to 

have 2 expanded text ads (ETA), and 1 responsive search ad (RSA). RSAs have up to 15 

headlines and 4 descriptions (you don’t have to fill them all)

► Creating an RSA will give

you the best chance at

serving an ad to begin 

with as Bing will build the 

ads using the assets you 

provide and try to match 

the customers intent

► Try to include a keyword 

in your headline, and also

a call to action that 

matches your landing 

page



Budget & bids

► Some of this is repeated but they

are good to sanity check things

► Select the bidding strategy you’d 

like to use. Without data I would 

suggest sticking to something simple
► Maximize Clicks
► Enhanced CPC
► Target Impression Share

► Campaign targets allows you to put 

bid adjustments on device or 

locations

► Advanced campaign settings 

allows you to set ad schedules



Importing from 

Google Ads



Importing – Import Campaigns from Google Ads

► Firstly, in the top menu click ‘Import’ then ‘Import from Google Ads’

► Below the ‘Import from Goolge Ads’ you can see the new feature for importing from 

Facebook!

► Secondly, sign in to Google using the account that has access to Google Ads



Importing – Signing In

► When you click ‘Sign in to Google’ the window on the right 

will open

► Choose the Gmail account that has access to your Google 

Ads account 

► You’ll then be asked to ‘Allow’ 

Microsoft Advertising to “Manage 

your AdWords campaigns”



Importing – Selecting Account

► Select your Google Ads account from the menu and add it to the ‘Selected’ column

► Then ‘Next’ at the bottom of the screen



Importing – Start Your Import

► Name your import: I would recommend grouping your imports into campaign 

categories – so give the import a relevant name

► Search Brand Weekly, DSA Local Weekly, Shopping Generic Weekly, Keyword Match 

Types, etc. 

► Set a schedule: as a rule, I usually set a weekly import with an email for errors.  Setting a 

weekly schedule allows Microsoft Ads to import any recent updates you’ve made from 

Google Ads



Importing – Selecting Campaigns

► If you’re importing all your campaigns in one go then you can start your import.

► However, if this is a platform you haven’t tested you might just want to try your profitable 

or popular campaigns. To do this you will have to select ‘Advanced import’ at the 

bottom.

► Hit the ‘Import specific campaigns and ad 

groups’ radial

► The select your desired campaigns and click 

‘Next’ at the bottom of the page



Importing – Differences/Things To Keep In Mind

► This is where it starts to get a little more complicated. There are a few things to consider 

when using Microsoft Ads, and you should treat/optimize Google Ads and Microsoft Ads 

differently.

► Some of the bidding strategies in Google Ads 

aren’t available in Bing (Target Impressions 

Share has recently been added)

► The minimum bid requirements are different for 

Google and Bing

► Google Search Partners (YouTube) vs. Microsoft 

Ad Distribution (Bing, AOL, Yahoo)

► Audience bid adjustments and the LinkedIn 

Audiences available in Bing



Importing – What To Import

► Most of the options will be pre-selected for you which are ok to leave as they are

► Tracking template, deleting removed items, ensure the UET tag is the one live on 

your site (Use the UET Tag Helper extension on Chrome)

► Before moving on to the next step, we’ll look at the advanced options for new and 

existing items



Importing – Not Previously Imported

► This “Not previously imported” means any 

new campaigns or things you haven’t 

sent across to Bing yet

► I usually have all of these ticked except 

for device targets as I immediately set 

Mobile to -100% in Bing

► The tick boxes are self explanatory and 

mimics everything in Google Ads.

► Campaigns

► Ad Groups

► Ads

► Keywords

► Audiences

► Extensions



Importing – Existing Items

► When updating existing items, you 

need to remember to treat Google 

and Bing separately 

► Monitor search partners and ad 

distribution individually

► Adjust schedules, device targets, 

and demographic targets for each 

platform

► Any other settings you want to 

change in Google but not in Bing 

you can adjust later



Importing – Bids and Budgets

► There are a few options here you may

want to untick

► Bids can be kept lower in Bing so 

perhaps untick that

► Google bid strategies that work on

volume (X number of conversions in 

30 days) will not work well in Bing, so 

I’d suggest unticking ‘Update bid 

strategies’

► Budgets can also be kept lower in

Bing as the volume will not be the 

same as Google

► Any boxes that increase to meet 

minimum bid amounts leave ticked



Importing – Other Options

► The ‘Other options’ are mainly for naming conventions 

and switching UTM medium or anything that says 

“Google” or “Facebook” to “Bing” or “Microsoft Ads”

► Tracking templates usually look something like this

► {lpurl}?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&ut

m_content=eta

► So you could ‘Find and replace’ “google” and set 

“bing” instead

► If you have very specific location targeting you may

want to tick ‘Pause campaigns when all imported

location targets are unsupported’



Importing – Set Schedule

► I find a scheduled weekly update works well, and if you make

changes early in the week you can manually run the relevant import

► As I mentioned earlier, I usually like to run the import just before 

starting the day so I can check any errors

► I set my email address to receive any error information

► I also tick to ‘Run import now’ as if you are creating a new import, 

you’ll want the campaigns synchronized to check

► Then ‘Start import’ and you’re done

► ALWAYS check your campaigns, bids, budgets and bidding 
strategies after the import is complete



Microsoft Merchant 

Centre



Merchant Centre

► Microsoft's Merchant Centre is handy because its available within the platform unlike 

Google’s

► From there if you select ‘Feeds’ on the left you can ‘Create feed’



Creating a Feed/Importing a Feed

► If your feed isn’t there, follow these steps; in the window 

that appears on the right give your feed a name

► To create a shopping campaign use ‘Online Product’ as 

the feed type

► ‘Country of sale’ and ‘Language’ you will know

► ‘Input method’ will be ‘Import’ for this guide

► Then ‘Go to imports’



Creating a Feed/Importing a Feed

► Here you need to select ‘New import’

► And then either sign in the same as you did 

for importing the earlier campaigns, or if your 

sessions has continued, select the associated 

Google Merchant Centre account



Choose Feeds

► Your Google Merchant Centre feed should be displayed here for you to select

► Select the feed and click ‘Next’

► The next step ‘Find and replace string’ you should be able to skip unless your feed URLs 

have specific tracking data. Click ‘Next’ to go to the ‘Import Schedule’



Import Schedule

► How often do you change prices or add products? Your

schedule should reflect that as closely as you can

► Daily updates may match your business needs better 

► As with the above, if your price changes or prodyct

updates are done throughout the day, you may want the 

import to take place at 5pm, or if the Google update 

happens at 5pm, move the Bing one to 6pm

► Ensure you have notification settings set up for any errors

► The import name should be populated rom when it was 

set earlier



Confirm Import

► Start your import. Bing do have to check all your products similar to Googles approval 

process, so you may have to wait 48 hours before creating or importing your shopping 

campaigns



Thank you
Any Questions?

Meet the team  ▶︎ What we do  ▶︎ Case studies  ▶︎ Contact

Your Name

/danieltedallen

Dan@anicca.co.uk


